T

he guiding principle of the Rondel Society,
named to invoke the iconic emblems found
throughout the Romanesque architecture
of the University, is philanthropic and
intellectual engagement with the Stanford
University Libraries in the company of likeminded individuals. In keeping with this
philosophy, donor-directed purposes for
gifts are actively encouraged.

Library Development Office
Bing Wing, Cecil H. Green Library
Stanford University Libraries

The Rondel Society is integral to the
endeavor of sustaining one of the world’s
premier academic libraries at Stanford. U

Stanford, CA 94305-6004
To discuss gift opportunities,
please call 650-723-3866.
All gifts to the Stanford University Libraries
and Academic Information Resources are tax
deductible to the extent allowed by law and
count toward The Stanford Challenge. For
more information, please visit
http://givingtostanford.
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S t a n f o r d U n i v e r s i t y
L i b r a r i e s

The Libraries rely upon the intellectual,
as well as financial, engagement of Rondel
Society members. Some members are longterm stakeholders in collections or projects of
the Libraries, working directly with curators,
editors and others to provide library resources
for the global and interdisciplinary academic
initiatives of The Stanford Challenge. A
growing number of members are themselves
notable collectors or active in book arts
organizations.

Membership is recognized at suggested
levels of one thousand dollars for the
Bibliographer’s Circle, five thousand dollars
for the Curator’s Circle, and ten thousand
dollars for the University Librarian’s Circle.
The Rondel Society will recognize, with
special distinction, members who have given
or pledged in aggregate to the Libraries fifty
thousand dollars or more.

T

he Rondel Society is open only by invitation
and only to donors who make recurring gifts
to The Stanford Libraries.* Note there
are no dues for membership, but rather
an expectation that members will choose
to provide ongoing support for any of the
activities of the Libraries or its components.
Members are entitled to library publications,
privileges, donor recognition, access to senior
and curatorial staff, and invitations to both
public and exclusive programs.

* Including Academic Computing, Residential Computing, The Stanford University Press,
HighWire Press and the Stanford Professional Publishing Courses.

Prospective donors are invited to consult
with staff of the Library Development Office
to align the donor’s charitable interests with
Library and University needs. Some members
contribute to the library general gifts fund,
which allows the Libraries to allocate funds
flexibly for timely or urgent purposes.

Most of all, Rondel Society members share
with the University Librarian, and by extension
with the many library, academic computing
and publishing specialists at Stanford, a
powerful vision for the expanding role of
research libraries in the twenty-first century,
a role fulfilled by an evolving integration of
books and other physical documents, digital
resources and tools, adaptable and inviting
library spaces, and specialists dedicated to
helping students and researchers.

